In many studies concerning the theory of pseudo-holomorphic functions in the sense of L. Bers the interdependence of the components of a relevant generating system turns out to be essential to investigate, e.g. inquiring into periodicity problems with respect to corresponding derivatives but also into multiple reasonable configurations. KEY 
w(z) = F(z)(zo)+G(z)(zo)+A(z_.zo)+pz_zo,
lim p(z,zo) = 0. Iz-zol-.o 296zo Hereby the complex E-derivative A = tb(zo) = dEw/dz of w(z) at z0 is defined, and obviously the complex linear approximability modulo E of w(z) is equivalent to the existence ( The set of all E-pseudo-holomorphic functions defined in D obviously forms an additive vector space upon IR, say PD(E), the subspace of all so-called generalized constants modulo E with , const, shall be designed by PD ' (E) (cp. Remark 4,(iii)).
z)-F(z)(zo)-G(z)*(zo)
(i) If w Pu(E), then exist at z0 and 
Remark 1: (i) Obviously F, G E P(E) and via

F = aF + bF, G = aG + bG, F = AF + BF, G = AG + BO
we obtain the so-called characteristic coefficients
a =: aj = -(FG -FG)/IE, b bE = (FG -FG)/tE, A =: AE = -(FG -FZ G)/L E , B =: BE = (FG Z -F:G)/LE, with A E := det ( ). (The index "E"is omittable if the meaning is clear!) Note that
C F2 G F2 E=(-),,BE r LIE •r LIE --
which gives a first hint at the importance of the interdependence of F and C, too.
(ii) Note that conversely for any couple of bounded Holder continuous functions a, b defined in D0 there exists a generating system E such that a = at and b'= bE.
Thus in U U(zo) C D there hold the following statements: (i) If w E F(E),t hen
exist at zo and
is valid there.
(ii) If w E Gb and w -aw -bib 0 is true there, then w E P(E) holds.
1.3. Before inquiring.some F-G-interdependences a few basic results of the theory of pseudo-holomorphic functions shall be listed.
Remark 2: If E = (F, C) (1, i) =: I, then, the theory of pseudo-holomorphic functions obviously leads to the classical theory. Thus PD(I) designes the algebra (upon K) of the holomorphic functions defined in D.
Remark 3:
(ii) If w = Flp+.G,b E PD(E), then the so-called pseudo-holomorphic function modulo E of the second kind + it,b is a Hi-function (being a K-quasiconformal mapping). Let w be any function of the structure F + Gt,b with E = (F, G) being a generating system and arbitrary (w not necessarily an element of PD(E)). 2. F-G-interdependences 2.1. In the well-improved theory of pseudo-holomorphic functions which was developed by L. Bers and his school (similar to Vekua's investigations on generalized analytic functions, using some different approach) the mutual correlation of the components of the generating system E = (F, C) plays an important role in considering many fundamental examinations (e.g. Remark 1,(i)). Some corresponding aspects shall be presented here.
A prominent theorem was already proved by L. Bers in the beginning fifties. In this paper we shall discuss the cases C/F 6 PD0 ( I) (cp. Remark 2) and C/F 6 PD0 ( I), PD . (1) being the set of all anti-holomorphic functions defined in the domain D0.
Theorem 2: Let to = Fço + Cb 6 PD(E) and C/F 6 PD, (I)with D C D0 . Then WN 6 PD(I).
Proof: From w 6 PD(E) it follows wN 6 P D(EN ) such that = 0. Because of C/F being holomorphic we obtain (ço +') = 0. 0 Thus 'by definition of, NE under the assumptions of Theroem 2 we can write NE (iii) If in to = e8 f the function f is a pure constant, then L. Bers calls to a generalized constant; but because of to generally, is interpretable as an element of PD( ( es , ie)) we use the relevant definition given in Subsection 1.1 (cp., e.g., [10] and Remark 3,(i)). First it is easy to compute (cp. Remark 1,(i) is called the E-integral of W over r. Remark 8: Note that in contrast to the P E-integral the E-integral is no additive functional of the path of integration.
PD(E) -PD(I).
Remark 9: (i) If specifically w = Fcc + Gi,b E PD(E), then ii = dEw/dz is PE-and E-integrable as well and
-
PE f thdE ( = (cc(z) -cc(zo)) + i((z) -(zo)) = PE( W ( Z ) -
f(zo,zJ tbdE = F(z)(cc(z) -cc(zo)) +'C()((z) -
I'[zo,zJ
= w(z) -( F(z)o(zo) + G(z)b(zo')).
( 
E° = E. Then every E'-pseudoholomorphic function is an E-derivative (of a not necessarily single-valued function).
Thus the statements of the present Subsection 3.3 should be formulated with regard to Theorem 5. Before considering some consequences we are to investigate several properties of the deriati,es of anti-holomorphic depending components of a generating system. FZi,
we learn the holomorphyof Gth and FÜi in D C D0. Let be E = (F*, G*) = (-,) the adjoint generating system to = (F, G) (cp. Subsection 3.3). Then it is easy to check that for C/F E PD0 (I) we obtain F = _aEF* -BEF = _a EF* and G = -aEG such that for E E H 0 x H 0 -like above -(F, G) = E turns out to be a generating system, and so on. Thus for corresponding E*pseudo holomorphic functions a statement similar to Theorem 6 obviously can be formulated.
Let again w = Fço + GO 6 PD (E)
and
Note that C/F E PD(I) implies G/F =
E Pr(I) such that for those E* pseudo-holomorphic functions Theorem 2 becomes valid. 
Cauchy's theorems
5.1. Let be E' = (F1 ,C1 ) a successor of E = (F, G) defined
Remark
Apparently F-G-interdependences in the theory of pseudo-holomorphic functions are not unessential to study. In the present paper only the simple case G/F € PD(I) and the case G/F E PD(I) was inquired for several function-theoretical configurations. It is a reasonable assumption that investigations on further correlative dependences (cp. Remark 6,(ii)) could mature interesting results.
